DATE: February 20, 2019
TO: Transportation Commission
FROM: Joshua Laipply, Chief Engineer
SUBJECT: Construction Contracts and Administration - Continued
Purpose
Briefly recap the contracting methods CDOT utilizes for construction. Describe how current CDOT process includes
force account work (essentially planned changes), in the categorization of “changes”. Discuss current CDOT
systems responsible for reporting and tracking changes. Solicit Commission input regarding proposed staff
recommendations for near-term and long-term system/process improvements.
Action
Approve, modify or reject CDOT staff recommendations.
Details
Over the last month CDOT has reviewed our procedures and how we track and define a change on a project. This
led us to identify some key areas for improvement and change:

o

Better define and track changes associated with projects. Separate changes (owner initiated changes,
unforeseen conditions, and design errors and omissions) from force account items (e.g. quality incentives, risk
mitigation cost adjustments (e.g. fuel), known items with unknown quantities). Track changes by category
and provide a structure to report.

o

Modify structure of funding for bid items on projects. Some bid items such as construction trailers are not
charged directly to projects but rather to a separate construction engineering pool (CE Pool). This leads to a
discrepancy when comparing project level data between systems used for construction project administration
(Site Manager (AASHTOWare)) and financial system of record (SAP). After modifications SAP will accurately
reflect project level expenditures.

o

Establish more clear and consistent quality control procedures for plan and specification preparation. This
could include Contractor reviews prior to advertisement, plan checking sign offs, etc. These steps will help
minimize design errors and omissions.

o

Review the Dispute Resolution Board specification. On our Public-Private Partnership projects (P3s) we have
made changes to the Dispute Resolution specification based on previous projects and lessons learned.
Projects that are not P3s may also benefit from some of these revisions.

The approach to minimizing total project costs are a combination of mitigating risk and achieving the goals
associated by selecting the right contract, maintaining an appropriate amount of flexibility for unforeseen issues
and design errors and omissions. CDOT staff feels that more detail is needed on our tracking process, consistency
in quality reviews, and structural changes to process to ensure that the data is easily available to ensure the
appropriate flexibility is in place. In addition reviewing potential changes to the dispute resolution specification
based on recent P3 experience may be beneficial.
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Agenda
1. Recap from January TC Workshop
2. Recent Analysis Results
3. Proposed Actions
4. Questions/Comments

Recap:
Key Takeaways from January TC Workshop
1. CDOT utilizes design-bid-build,
design/build, and construction
manager/general contractor. The vast
majority of projects are design-bid-build
2. CDOT is committed to minimizing total
project cost but all projects have
changes that could add to the cost
(owner initiated changes, unforeseen
conditions, and design errors and
omissions)
3. CDOT construction budgets include
allocations for force accounts and minor
cost revisions thus reducing need to
secure additional funding as changes
occur

Recap:
Typical Construction Budget Structure
1. Transportation projects include a limited
number of distinct work elements
(pavement, striping, etc.) and it is common
for bids to be based on combination of
lump sum and unit price items
2. CDOT bid forms include lump sum items
(e.g. mobilization) and unit price items
(e.g. square yards of asphalt)
3. Contract bid amount is based on CDOT
provided quantities and contractor
provided unit pricing
4. CDOT’s construction budget also includes
force account items (i.e. fuel cost
adjustment, pavement smoothness
incentive, and others) and minor contract
revisions (i.e. changes)
5. As construction progresses, payment is
made based on contractor unit pricing and
actual installed quantities which will vary
from basis of bid

Recap:
Project Bid Tabulations
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Recap:
Project Financials
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Recent Analysis Results:
System Limitations - Financials
1. A combination of AASHTOWare Software and SAP is
currently used to process construction contractor payments
2. AASHTOWare: Initiates contractor progress payments at the
bid item level
3. SAP: Contractor payments are processed
a. Payments associated with majority of bid items are accounted for within
SAP at the project level
b. A small portion of contractor payments associated with construction
trailers, sanitary facilities, etc., are accounted for within SAP in a
Construction Engineering Pool (CE Pool)
c. SAP data does not include bid item level of detail as available within
AASHTOWare

Recent Analysis Results:
System Limitations - Financials
4. AASHTOWare project level data also
includes force accounts paid to third
parties
a. Used for items such as Owner Contracted
Insurance Program (OCIP), utility
relocations, Colorado State Patrol traffic
control, etc.
b. AASHTOWare contractor payment data will
vary from SAP project level data which
indicates total construction related
expenditures (including third party force
accounts)

Recent Analysis Results:
System Limitations - Financials

Key Takeaway: Current Software Limitations Make it Difficult to Assess
and Reconcile Project and Portfolio Level Financials

Recent Analysis Results:
System/Process Limitations
1. AASHTOWare does detail force
accounts by category (e.g.
partnering, fuel cost adjustment,
erosion control, pavement
smoothness incentive, etc.)
2. AASHTOWare does not break down
changes by category (e.g. owner
initiated change, unforeseen
conditions, and design errors and
omissions)
3. Force account and change order
project level data not available
within SAP
4. There isn’t consistently applied plan
quality control
5. Recent DRBs have made
interpretations of contract which was
not the original intent of the DRB

Proposed Actions:
Near-Term
1. Discontinue practice of
paying for construction
trailers, sanitary facilities,
etc. using the construction
engineering pool
2. Track and report of change
orders by category for the
CY19 construction season
for a portion of the projects
3. Establish consistent plan
quality control measures
4. Revisit the Dispute
Resolution Specification to
identify what improvements
can be made

Proposed Actions:
Long-Term
1. Develop future state business requirements that address
system limitations
2. Select industry-leading software tool to address business
requirements, configure, and deploy
– Could be OnTrack or other software tool depending on best fit

3. Revise the current DRB specification based on best
practices

Questions/Comments?

